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Pharmacotherapy of Asthma (Lung Biology in Health and Disease)CRC Press, 2005

	Standing as the only text focused on the pharmaceutical treatment of asthma, this reference details the pharmacology, mechanisms of action, efficacy, and safety of every drug currently used in the management and care of asthma patients. Internationally renowned authorities cover published practice guidelines, treatment plans, pharmacologic...
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The Human Hippocampus: Functional Anatomy, Vascularization and Serial Sections with MRISpringer, 2005

	This book offers a precise description of the anatomy of human hippocampus in view of neurosurgical progress and the wealth of medical imaging methods available. A survey of the current concepts explains the functions of the hippocampus and describes its external and internal vascularisation. Head sections and magnetic resonance images...
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Allergy: An Atlas of Investigation and DiagnosisCRC Press, 2005

	In one form or another, allergies and intolerances affect approximately one third of the population, with as many as half of all sufferers being children.


	Demystifying the whole subject, this exciting new reference is designed with one purpose in mind - to help allergy specialists and general practitioners care for patients...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: 9i and 10g Programming Techniques and SolutionsApress, 2005
The inspiration for the material contained in this book comes from my experiences developing
Oracle software, and from working with fellow Oracle developers and helping them build
reliable and robust applications based on the Oracle database. The book is basically a reflection
of what I do every day and of the issues I see people...
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Beginning PHP5, Apache, and MySQL Web Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
PHP, Apache, and MySQL are the three key open source technologies that form the basis for most active Web servers. This new edition guides you through the entire process of setting up your own site and walks you through every step, from the installation of PHP, Apache, and MySQL to database management, security, and integration with other...
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Hacking GPS (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
You'll get lost in this book, but nowhere else
Your GPS is a really cool toy, but what if you could make it even cooler? What if you could build and hook up data cables, modify your iPAQ cradle to take a GPS connection, tweak the firmware, hook up to your PC without expensive software, use GPS data in a hundred creative ways, even solar-power...
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Digital Synthesizers and Transmitters for Software RadioSpringer, 2005
The approach adopted in this book will, it is hoped, provide an understanding
of key areas in the field of digital synthesizers and transmitters. It is easy
to include different digital techniques in the digital synthesizers and transmitters
by using digital signal processing methods, because the signal is in
digital form. By...
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Fourier Analysis on Finite Groups with Applications in Signal Processing and System DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Discover applications of Fourier analysis on finite non-Abelian groups
The majority of publications in spectral techniques consider Fourier transform on Abelian groups. However, non-Abelian groups provide notable advantages in efficient implementations of spectral methods.      

Fourier Analysis on Finite Groups with Applications in...
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Software Project Secrets: Why Software Projects FailApress, 2005
Previously a mentor at Exoftware, where his role took him to a variety of organizations, David Putnam has acted as an advisor on the management of software development projects to companies in three continents. Now the manager of CentaurNet, part of Centaur Publishing, David still regularly presents papers, workshops, and tutorials on the...
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Project Manager's Spotlight on Change ManagementJossey-Bass, 2005
Clear-Cut Ways to Manage Inevitable Project Changes
     
     If you're a     typical project manager, you're probably aware of the importance of change     management but may not have the time or expertise to develop a full-blown plan.     Here's a quick and practical guide to applying the disciplines of proven change...
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Classification Algorithms for Codes and Designs (Algorithms and Computation in Mathematics)Springer, 2005
This book considers one of the basic problems in discrete mathematics: given a collection of constraints, describe up to isomorphism all the objects that meet them. Only a handful of classification results for combinatorial objects are dated before the mid-20th century; indeed, it is through modern computers and recent developments in algorithms...
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Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
The focus of Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets is on sequential pattern mining. In many applications, such as bioinformatics, web access traces, system utilization logs, etc., the data is naturally in the form of sequences. This information has been of great interest for analyzing the sequential data to find its...
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